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We seek local criteria for determining when a mapping f betweelr (2k -I- I)-dimensional 
manifolds is E-homotopic to a spine map (i.e., a map which shrinks f.nitely many spines of 
connected summands to points). Assuming each point-inverse off is’ (k - l>connected, we define 
an invariant d(f) in terms of Uocal data; d(f) can take on non-negiativc integer values (or f a). 
d(f) = 0 is necessary and sufficient that f be the composition of a spine map and a cellular map. 
When d(f) 3 2, little can be deduced of a global nature, as examples of R.H. Ring show. 
The most interesting case is when d(f) = 1. Under this assumption, we show that there exist 
k-spheres in the dot Ln manifold whose normal bundles have non-zcrllo StiefeLWhitney class 
u$; it follows from a theorem of J.F. Adams that k = 1,2,4, or 8. Cont&,ely, the Hopf fibration 
S*‘-‘3 Sk can be used to construct examples with d(f) = 1. 
The p:*ctnf hiinges on symmetry of a linking invariant defined for disjoint k-cycles in the total 
space of a (k T I)plzlne bundle 5 4 ver a closed k manifold. This linking is symme!ric if at id only if 
w, (6) = 0. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the surjrxtive mapping 
f:M 2k+1 --)NZkL1 
between closed manifollds, and assume that each point-inverse is a (k - I!).. 
connected ANR (or, more generally, a compact set having property WY’-‘; see 
Section 2). From [17] i; Follows that 
I%cf-l(y);Z) = 0 for i $i!! {k, k + 1) and 
) is firtitely generated 
uce the notation 
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d(f) = sup {rank ti’:(f-‘(y); 
YEN 
e supremum of the difference :he kth and (k + l)th mod 2 Betti numbers of 
point-inverses of f.’ Thus d(f) E or d(f) L= -)- *. Here are some examples. 
ing map b is map of S2k+1 onto itself defined as the composition 
vuhere P shrinks (S”, + 1) and (Sk, - 1) to the two suspension points and q smashes 
the wedge of two k -spheres to a point. [X denotes uspension and * join.] There is 
an arc A in S2’+l such that b-‘(y)== Sk a/ Sk whenever y is interior to A, b-‘(y)= 
Sk whenever y E aA, and b-‘(y) = point whenever y E A (see [4]). 
S@ze maps are quotient maps s : A4+ IV obtained as follows: Let A? be the 
connected sum of IV”+* and (k - 1)connected manifolds Kr, . . . 9 Kt, snd lee Xi be a 
spine of Ki-point. Then s is the map whose only non-hegenerate point-inverses are 
the sets Xi. 
‘T’he difjlerence in character between these two mappings is dramatic. In the first 
case there seems to be no relationshi? betweenthe topology of the point-inverses 
and the change in global structure from. domain to range, while in the second case 
this relationship is quite direct. 
Note that a technical difference between these maps is that d(b) = 2 while 
d(s1) = 0 (by Poincare duality in KJ. 
In [Is], it was shown that if B(f) G 0 then f is the composiri.on of a spine m.ap and 
a celhrlar map (and, hence, f is E-approximable by spine maps: cf. [20]). In 
particular, if d cf) G 0 then dCf) = 8. 
4>,n the other hand, if of > I is an integer one can construct UYk-‘-mappings 
L, : j;=++, s2k+l with d(a) = t by composing Hing maps appropriately. 
In this paper we examine the situation w!ren du) = 1. Here is a relevant 
example: . 
Tjl,e Hq.~fmqs. Let k E { 1,2,4,8}, and let S2k-1 -If; Sk be the Hopf sphere bundle 
*with fiber Sk-’ (cf. [7]). The mapping cylinder Z+ is a 2Lman,ifsld with boundary 
S’“- ‘. Thus. Z+ TV 5:2k 
division algebra 
= P2k is a closeId manifold (the projective plane over the 
‘), and P2k /S”: = SZk Let q : Pzi -9 S2& be ,&e map whose only 
ncrate point-inverse is S ‘. The opf &p is the: pr=>&ct 
’ whenever y E C an 
ose 1 is 
that = ur main is t 
examples with this property. 
In particular, it follows that d(f) # 1 whenever & !Z! {I, 2, 8). In the proof 
need at a critical step to define mod 2 linking numbers for oin t-inverses of 
turns out this is possible if and only if the kth Stiefel- hitney class of =+l, W&, 
vanishes on most of the point-inverses of f. 
hemem 1.2. If d(f) = 1 then there exists a non-degenerate conh.mn K i?t N2“+’ 
such that wk (,,,+‘) 1 f-l(y) t& 0 for each y E K. 
Z%e singukw set C‘. For technical reasons as far as the proof is concerned, and for 
greater generality, we will prove open manifold versions of the results in Section 1. 
The conclusions here are stated in terms of the set of non-cellular values of a 
mapping: If f : M” --) Y is a map of a manifold to a space Y, we define 
G = {Y ‘z y I f-YY > is not cellular in M” }. 
Our conelusion is often that Cr is locally finite in Y, 
Suppose that f : M” + N” is a proper, pdrjective map between manifolds 
without botindary, and that Cr is locally finite. Then m = n by homology 
considerations (cf. [13]). Suppose no # 4. Then the Armentrout-Siebenmann 
Theorem [3, 201 implies that Mm/f-‘[y) is an m-manifold for each y E IV. Let 
s : M” --, No be the quotient map shrinking the sets f-‘(y), y E C,, ts cli&nct 
points. Then N1 is an pn-manifold and the induced map fl is cellular: 
M’N 
Thus f is the esmposition of 
homeomorphic to the locally 
of closed manifolds. 
a spine map and a cellular map. m is 
finite connected sum of M and a countable ~~ol~~~tion 
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embedding X G’ AK If X’ is an ANR, then X has property WV if and only if X is 
Al-cmn ecterd (cf. [2]). 
For ik proper map f : A&-~ N between locally compact AN&, the hypothesis that 
each f-l(y) have property IJV” is equivalent o assuming that the mapping cyrlinder 
2” is LF modulo NY a property that is preserved under limits of maps (in the C.0, 
topolol:y) [13]. Thus the closure of the set of spine mappings can be identified in the 
cases considered here. See [2_rs). 
tothesis, In the statements of results in this section we assume that 
f:M 2k,cl& N2k+1 is a proper, surjective map between topological (2k -f- I)- 
manifolds without boundary and that f-‘(y) has property UJV”-* for each y E N2? 
The deficiency d(f’) is defined here just as in Section 1. 
2.1. If d(f) s 1 and k e { 1,2,4,8} then Cf is a locally finite set in A”. 
2.2. If d(f) 6 1 and C, is 
locally finite, I3 is the closure oj 
WI, (M) 1 ,f-‘(y) # I) for each y F B. 
not locally finite then C’f = A U I3 where A is 
a union of non-degenerate continua, and 
Theorlcms 1 .l and 1.2 follow from (2.1), (259, and our remarks on Cf. 
Since H+ lives in Hk(b4;Z2), we have the 
Cl~roIIsr,y 2.3. If I& (A@‘+‘; 25,) = 0 and d(f) s 1 then Cp is locally ;“inite. 
The case k = 1 of (2.2) is a corollary to a more general 3-dimensional result of 
Tom Kn&lauch [IO, 121. We will indicate how (2.2), ik = 1, follows from Knob- 
lauch’s finiteness theorem [111. 
. If & QM2’+‘; ) = 0, k # 1, akzd d(f) e d then f is a cellular map. 
This last state:ment follows from (2.3) and trle cellularity criteria of [14]. The 
analogous tatement for 3-manifolds is false: M” might be a hlomology sphere and f 
a spine \rPap to S3. 
In each of the results above, we could ostensibly weaken our 
placing N 2k +’ with an n-manifold N”, whex t2 > k + 1. Then one 
concludes in all cases except possibl;y the twisted case in (2.2) that pt = 2k * 1. The 
proofs remain uruchaq?ed. An ap liication is then 
ose n I’s a closed tqdogicat 
is either a point or a 
two possibilities, as ;/Xl0 ws : 
+ 
(1) PI = 2k + 1, ~2nd f is GO homeomorphism ; or 
(2) 12 = k -I- 1, f-‘(y) is a k-sphere for each y, aad Nk+’ is a hwnotopOy sphere. 
(Examples of maps as in possibility (2) exist for all k. IWoreover, given such a map, 
one can atways find a pair of points in Nk+l whose‘ inverses have odd linking 
numbers, see [ 161.) 
gements. The result announced as “Theorem 
is false, as illustrated by rhe Hopf maps. The present research was begun after a gap 
was discovered in the ““proof”. The 3-dimensional part of Theore.m ‘KL (Theorem 
K), due to Knoblauch, is correct. 
However, the resuPts of [lQ] remain valid; (2.3) and (2.5) above can be used in 
place of Theorem KL in their proofs. 
For mappings g : M*” --i, NZk (proper, surjective) a situation analogous to the one 
considered in this paper occurs. In [14] it was shown that if g is UV’-’ and k # 2 
then c* is locally finite. 
The authors thank John Morgan for an invaluable conversatian at the Georgia 
Topology Conferenze, 1975. 
3. Linking nanmbers in bundEes 
Let E be the tctal space of a (PL or smooth) (k + I)-disk bu!ndle (or block 
bundle) e ‘+’ over a closed manifold Mk. Given k-cycles X, y in fi such that the 
carriers 1 x /,I y 1 we disjoint, we want to define the: (mod 2) linkkg number A (x, y ). 
As in the torus Sk x B ‘+I, a referential longitudinal cycle in dE must be chosen, We 
work throughout his section with mod 2 homology. 
since 6 has fiber dimension greater thas7 k, it follows from [6] (or [19, Corollary 
5.2, part II]) that & can be written as the Whitney sum 
. 
where r~ * is the trivial l-ceil bundle 
na” x[-l,l]--~~k. 
Let y : Mk x [ - I, I]--;, E be the standard inclusion. r( It X I) is o:~r reference 
cycle. 
Given a k -cycle x in E, let E, be a (k + I)-chain kr such that 
x if x bounds in E’ 
Then let cX be the chain in E given by 
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if’ x bounds in I3 
cx = 
C+y( Ir X [O, I]) otherwise. 
he following is a natural notion of linking number, given k-cycles x and y in 
with jxpTjyJ=lb: 
A(w)=-cx ‘y (mod2). 
1) The number h (n, y ) E is independent of the ehok~ of the chain &. 
2) If x and x’ are hornologou*( cycles in l? - 1 y 1 then A (x, y ) == A(Y, y). 
3) If y 2nd y ’ art! homolgous cycles in E? - 1 w 1 then A (x, y ) = A (x, y ‘). 
4) A is bilinear. 
5) If x represents the image of the notwero element under 
Hk.&?, I? -- y(Mk x O))+ Hk (I? - y(M’ x 0)) 
However, the abovle facts are not enough. For linking numbers to be meaningful, 
one r? eeds symmetry. 
Let x and y be disjoint k-cycles in I!?, ancJ consider 
a (cx ’ c, ) = at& l c, + cx - iky. 
In the case where x or y is homologous to zero in E, we have immediately 
so that A (x, ,v ) = A(y, x) (mod 2). But suppose neither :r nor y is homologous to 
zero in E. Then, by shifting cx to c:, slightly into I?, and looking at intersections 
geometrically, one szes that 
sfor some -- 1 < t SC 3 and that 
cc:*ac, = cx my. 
Therefore 
a (cx l c, )= h(x,y)fA{y,X~~+ y( 
e; produ,ct sxructure associated wit 
etrk if a 
it follows that 
is 0rientabIe an 
entary bundle tJt has zero 
undlle to choose a reference cycle e construction of 
reduce a (skew) symmetric 
in the total space of Sk+‘. 
Consider a proper UVk-’ -map f of an open PL manifold M2k+’ onto a sptice Y. 
Let p be a point of Y such that 
p has arbitrarily small open neighborhoods V in Y SUCX~ that V an,d V - p 
are (k - Q-connected, and 
I*i*u-‘@);Z)== H*(Sk; 
ropositlon (compare with [5]). %f k > 1 tCa,en f-l@) has oddrardly mall neighbot- 
hoods that are total spaces of PL disk bundles over Sk. 
For the proof, let U > V be given open neighborhoods of p in Y9 alrd define 
er* = f -‘( U)l, V’ = f_‘(V), p * = f-‘(p). 
Since a” @*; 2) is fin,itely generated we can choose V sm;a”PI enough so that in the 
-diagram . 
H’(u*;Z)-L ii”(jp*;Z) 
4% 
\ 
/ 
IIL(V”;$ 
of inclusion-induced mqx, k 
& is epic.) Sinc(e fi” @ *) = 
= ker &. (We assume U is small enoug 
H”(?J*)= kertpv@ 
The sets U* and Vi’ are (k - 1)connected 113, I. 3.11, SC:, t 
(by the universal toe iS 
image by a 
et be the total space of a 
neighborhood of a(S’) in U* (see 161). 
roof. We need a homotopy 8 : K x 1, U* such that & = identity and &(X) C 
Using (k - I)-connectivity of P/*, we first homotope K onto a wedge af k -spker~ 
in V*. Then each of these k-spheres represents ome multiple of a (S”) in Hk (U*), 
so we can homotope the k-spheres into cu(s”]r one at a time (after sliding the wedge 
point-into a(S)). 
Placing 8 in general ,posiiioir and ietting Z denote the intervals through ths 
singular set of 8, we cap enguM 19(x) using the Stallings Engulfing Theorem [B], 
after which the remaintier of the homotopy can be engulfed following the collapse 
O(K X I)L[O(s) U @(K )(: I)] as usual. (Some c2re must be taken ‘when k = 2, for 
then dim 2’ = 2 also, and StalIings’ theorem dosen’t apply directly. The p&n; 
technique of Zeeman 1251, ur Stallings codimension three trick, comes to the 
rescue.) EI 
Prd. Both . v* and V* -p* are (k - 1).connfzeted, and SfK <V*, V* -p*)= 
a”+$* = 0. Therefore, the pair (V*, V” - p *) is k:-connected. Let 7’ be a 
triangulation of V*, with Ec-skeletoli 3”. By stallings theorem again, there exists a 
fL homeomorphism g : V*-3 V*, with compact support, such that g(V* - p*) 3 
TFk Thus g(P*)nTk = 0 I Le:t TO be seme finite subcomplex 3f g-j a) that 
tiiangulates aPIL manifold aeighborhood of Ip *. Then K = XI + Tok (the dual of 2’3 
has the desired property. 0 
Now let K be as given in the second assertion, and let N be a regular 
neighborhood of K containing JJ*. Let jz be given by the first assertion, and let 
I : ZV- N be a PL expansion (using the mappiftg cylinder structure of N) such that 
rh(.l?) 3 p*. 
In this section *ve prove a propositioa whiclh is a. modification of the proposition 
that the sets A i (f; G) =. {y E N I.& (f”(y ,I; C) # 0) are F, sets (see Theorem 4.4 of 
[IS]). In this context G is assglmed to be at finitely generated module over the PID 
. 
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Hk fj-‘( V); G)- fik (f-'(y); G) 
is ram-zero for each y E K. 
Jet 1” = A k (f; 6). All cohomology in this proof has toe cients in G ; G is 
suppressed from the tation. 
For each y E Y let Se a compact neighborhood of y in X i;uch that fl’( &, y) 
is ror&ced in L& (t-‘[y)) the l/m-neighborhood off f-‘(y). Let {Bm, i}TEl be a 
countable sub-cokct ion of the B’S whose interiors cover Y. NOW let mc’,,i bz ihose 
points of B,,j for *tihich 
HkU~/m (f-‘(yi))* fi'(f-L(Y) 
t‘ 
is non-zero. 
We now assert hat Y,,,i is a closed set in N. In fact, suppose z is a limit puint of 
Ym, i. Then t E B,; i. Let VI, V2, . . . be open sets in N sii;ch that 
%+I C Vj and $-l(y) C Ulirn (f-‘(yi)) 
for each j, and 
\ 
/’ 
IT"f -'(Zj) 
J 
one easily sees that hj is non-zero for each j, and hence that 
HkUl,m (f”(yi))-+ Ei’tf-‘(2) 
is not zero (see the argument of Theorem 4.4 of [IS]). Therefore 2 E Y,. i - 
‘I”0 complete the proof, note that 
:= IJ iJ LA 
m i 
is a set of dimension greater than zero so dim EPr,,,i > 431 for some m, i (see [S]). 1 ‘hus 
Ym,i must contain a continuum. Let K be thks ca&nur,Jm and kt U be any upen set 
in N containing M such that f-‘(U) c LJltns c!‘-‘(,y& 
-_ib is a proper, 
pact (k - l)-canttel~te~ AIWs. Let 
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kernel of the homomorphism 
f*:Hk(M;Z)+%(N;Z) 
is generated by @l~SSt?S Of ?VtdZJB gi : 5’ -+ A4 such that for each 3’ there exists W E 
Wifh gi (Sk) C f-'(W)* 
. Since vk (M) = Hk (M; Z), any element of kerrnet f * can be represented by a 
map of Sk into M. Let 
@Sk44 
be such a map. Then, again applying the Hurewicz theorem, f# can be extended to 
a ma.p 
Let E r’x) be a “Lebesguc function” for the open cover W; and apply Lemma 2.3 of 
[ 131 t(; obtailn an extension 
of I(, ever the k-skeleton of K, where K is a triangulation of Bk+l with simplexes 
sznaller th8;n th? Lelbesgue number of the open cover (gh-‘(VV) 1W E W}, Now 
extend 6 to a map 
where 2 is a small regular neighborhood of Kk in Bk+‘. since ~&?a”+~~) lies in so&me 
f-‘(W) for eaeh u-k+1 E K, we can choose Z small enough so tR=rt 
g(2(aok+‘)) C f-y W). 
We have 4 as one boundary component of g and each of the others is a I&-sphere 
contained in some f-‘(W). Since 2 is am orientable cobordism, the proof is 
com@zte. 
2ka’ and N2k+1 are open manifolds, k > I, and that 
-+ M2k+* iza proper, surjective WVk-’ -map with d cf) 6 1. Apply Theorem 
non-orientabie version) to f, with R = 2; this givPes us a locally 
in N such that 
) is free abelian of ran 
Therefore, we have 
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)=0 for + Bc, and 
) is either 10 or 
for each y E N - A (using the assumption that dCf) s 1). We focus attention on the 
behavior off over the set N - A. In fact, we can restrict ( further (to f-1 (open cell 
in N - A), if necessary) to ensure that its domain and range are orientable. This 
restriction satisfies the following 
ypthds 7.1. M2k+1 and N2ki-’ ar,? open orientable manifolds, k > 1, arBd 
f : M -+ N is a proper UVk-‘- * map. Moreover, conditiorl (*) holds for each y E IV. 
Snesrenrn 7.2, Ij f sati$cs Hypothesis 7.1 and some f-‘(y) is not acyclic th(en 
k E {2,4,8}; C’f $s the cbsure of a union of non-degenerate cor,tinua in IV; and 
wI, (M) 1 f-‘(y) # 0 for each y E Cc. 
With the exct:ytion of the case k = 1, aII of the results of Section 2 follow from 
(7.2), the constructions preceding (7.2), and the cellularitv (criteria of [14]. 
When k = 1, the resmelts of Section 2 are due to Mnoblauch [12]. He has a more 
g:?nerai result (in which point-inverses have 0 or some fixed odd integer ;as 
deficiency) tI;,~i yields (2.2), k = I as a Corollary. A proof of (2.3, k =: 1, can be 
constructed aloe:; the IEnes of the present paper using Xnobiauch’s ffiniteness 
theorem [Ill in place of our Sections 3 and 4. 
In our proof of (7.2), we will assume also, th at rhc manifr Ads K and N are PL. 
When k # 4, the hypothe: is can be validated by restricting f to the Inverse of a smlall 
open cell and applying the Kirby-Siebenmann triangulation theorem [9].. When 
k = 4, one must consider the possibility that M be a non-triangulable 9-manifold; 
the proof of (7.2) can be mimicked in this case. 
We conclude Gth a proof of (7.2) for PL manifolds. 
We assume Hypothesis 7.1 and that f-‘(y) is not acyclic for some y E N. 5~ .ice 
fi” (f-‘(y); Z) = 0 if and only if 12” (f-‘(y); 55,) = 0, we can work with 
Notationn Hemzforth, all homology/cohomology has Z2 coeC;icients and we sup-~ 
press the coeffit.ient group from our notation. 
C N, we use the shorthand 
Now use Section 5 to find a continuum ” and an open set U’ of N, with 
such that 
is non-zer is BL., Let E’ be a neighborhood of y * for 
some y E s the ?:otal space of a (k + I)-disk bundle g 
on Sk. Let U be an op>en neighborhood of the same y E K’, small enough so that 
U* c EC9 and &I K be some non-degenerate continuum in K’ n WI 
For any y E K, HkE -+ fiky * is an isomorphism. 
Let C be a connected subset o,f K, and let V be an open set in E such 
‘K For any y E c, let 
be inclusion -indmed. Then ker (lip’ = ker 4 9” ftw my p, q E C’. 
. Let W be any open set in f(V) such that W* C V and 
Mk?f-+ HkW* 
2. For any y, t E W fl we have a commutative diagram 
Since I;I’y * = I-lkz * = and (b,,# 0 # &, both & and (tz are isomorphisms. 
Therefore ker & = ker Q = ker #,,. 
Now let p cz @ and consider the set 
ity ohtu 
ng 8 compact set 
ose is any opten set in 
onsider the diagram 
$5x 
f duality 
-1 excision 
59 
The homomorphisnLl j * is zero, so both maps 63 are injective. Thus amy mm-zero 
q 6 &“X &!e,r~+~ 5. rrnn-zero class :in I& ( W - X) which survives in I=& (k’ - X). .. _. 
When X = y*’ for scsme y E K, we refer to the dual of the [o~lv] non-zero lelement 
of iaky * as the Alexander dual of y * in Hk (W -- y *). 
Now take points 11, q E K, with q a non-cut point ok K and let W be an open ceil 
nei&borhood of 41 in U, with p $!z! k ( small1 enough so that 
Hk(lJ-p)*-+ HkW* 
has image Z2. For eackr y E W - q let W,, be an open neighborhood of y in W - q 
such that 
ha!; image 0 or Zz (depending on whetkr the image of 
hk(VV-q)*--&iky* 
is 0 or &) and, if y e K, WY n K = 0. Apply Section 6 with 
M=(W-q)*, N= w-q, w = {W;]. 
Since VJ - q is k-connected? this proposSon asserts the existence of maps _ 
gi :Sk+(W-q)* 
such that image gi C W;i for some yi 6: ‘W - 61 and the homolclgi class [C gi (Sk)]) is 
the Alexander dual to q * in I& (W -- q)*. Since 
2, the map gi and the point-inverse yT represent he same element z>f 
I-I,, (W - q)“. 
Let iI,, . I), i,,, be the indices ij for which [yz:l f 0 in Hk (E - d;l *). Th.en c [yrj is t he 
Alexander dual to qzp in Hk (E - q *). 
ion. [ y$] = [q “1 in (E 7 f). 
t. It fsllows that [R] is in the image of 
Since [yf] # 0 in Hk (E - q*), we conclude that [yt] is the image of the non-zero 
element under a. 
Let A be as dctined in Section 3 for the* bundle 6. Then A (j$‘q *) = 1. Also, 
yjje K, by construction of W, and hence p * and q * are homologous in’ E - y$ 
Therefore, A (yt, p *) = 1. But ti’bounds in E - p *, so A (y&p *) F 0 (contradiction). 
E! 
ion. wl,(M)ly*fO foreach ~GX. 
roof. Suppose not. Then wk (5) = wk (M) f y * = 0. Let A be as defined in Section 3, 
and consider cases. 
.case 1. A@*,q*)=O. 
ISince 1 = A (z&f], q *), 3j such t-hat A (y$q *) = 1. Since [yi] = [q *] in 
HI,(E--g*), A(yi$p*)=A(q*,p*)=A@*,q*)=O. 
‘If fij cz K, then fy$ = [p*] in Hk (E - q *) (b ecause q is a non-cut point of M) so 
” -A(y$q*)=A(p*,q*)=O, 
1: ys e A, then [,t, *] = _ . b *j in Hk (E - y$, SO 
1 z A(yitq*)- A(yGp*)=O. _. I 
Thus Casz 1 is impossible. 
&se 2. A(p*,q*)= 1. 
Since m is even, 3j such that A(yi,: q *) = 0. 
Lf yii E K then [ y$ = [p *] in Hk (E -- q *), so 
If yijEK then [p*] = [q*] 
Hk(E -p*), So 
in Hk (E - yc), and, as always, [q *J = [yr] in 
l=A@*,q*)=A(p*,y;)=:A(q*,#=A(y;q*)=O. 
Thus Case 2 is impossible, and the assertion is proved. 
early e restriction SiatiSfieS 
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Hypothesis 7.1. It follows born the argument above that y* is acyclic for each 
y E N - W, and hence that y * is cellular for each y E N - . Therefore Cf == 
cl 
en. k E{1,2,4,8}. 
where EI is a trivial l-ceil bundle. Then wk (5) = Wk (5:). By a theorem of Thorn 
[243, ktlk (&) can be thoughf’ of as 
Sqk(u) = u U u E H2k(T(&))y 
where u E Hk(T(&)) is the fundamental class in the Thorn space 7’(r,). (See ]lS], 
pp: 91 and 205.) Since 7(&lj has the structure of a k-sphere with a 2k -cell attached, 
the assertion follows from tbe non-existence ofelements of Hopf invariant one [ 11. 
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